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He has told you, O mortal, what is good; and what does the
Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness,
and to walk humbly with your God?
(Micah 6.8)

Justic
Justice
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Justice
Everyone deserves justice. As a virtue, justice is
the ongoing determination to give everyone her
or his rightful due. Our ongoing pursuit of justice
recognises each other’s rights, under any and all
circumstances. When aggrieved, we seek justice equality, rightness, and fairness.
The words from Micah 6:8 reminds us the way we are
called to live out our mission. Justice is born of love.
Justice seeks to ensure that all people are treated
in accordance with their unique dignity. Inspired
by Jesus Christ, our ministries seek to challenge
oppression and injustice, always giving due priority
to those who are poor. We advocate particularly
for those who are vulnerable, marginalised, and
rendered voiceless, even if it puts us at odds with
more powerful voices.
One of the most challenging issues facing the
Catholic tradition of the human being protected
from conception to natural death is the passing of
voluntary assisted dying (“VAD”) laws around the
country. At the time of writing, VAD laws have
passed in all six States, with the Australian Capital
Territory and the Northern Territory at various stages
of consideration.
In responding to the passing of the VAD laws recently
in Queensland, Archbishop Mark Coleridge said,
“while the Catholic Church is opposed to voluntary
assisted dying it strongly supports a ‘care first’
approach of high-quality palliative care for all… ,
(and) respect for patient autonomy, preservation of
personal dignity and a peaceful end to life.” Our
Archbishop’s remarks may not resonate well in the
zeitgeist of the times, but they reflect the core of
Catholic Social Teaching where we are called to
cherish, serve, and protect the most in need.
We need to speak plainly as to the challenge before
us. A recent survey (August 2021) by National
Seniors of 3,500 older Australians’ views on VAD
found that 86% of respondents either supported or
strongly supported the option of VAD for those with
a terminal illness. Of note, the survey results showed
that when respondents were asked about VAD when
illness was not terminal, two-thirds either supported
or strongly supported the option. Importantly, there
were three times as many people undecided on this
question compared to the terminal illness one in the
survey.
The qualitative responses presented by National
Seniors survey were also insightful. Respondents
shared their personal (and professional) views
regarding the suffering loved ones endured prior to
their passing. These included very raw and deeply
personal accounts that are distressing for both the
individual and their families.
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However, it is important to highlight there was a
darker side to the qualitative responses contained
within the National Senior’s report, “The Quality of
Death?” Some of the survey respondents flagged
their concern that older Australians may feel coerced
into a VAD decision by family members (and/or
their carers), by the care services they use, and/or
the rampant march of societal ageism. Importantly,
these concerns were raised irrespective of being proVAD, anti-VAD, or undecided.
Political leaders of all stripes around the country front
packed media conferences daily to assure us that they
are acting to protect us from the undoubted ravages
of COVID-19. And the incredible staff across Mary
Aikenhead Ministries – aged care, colleges, hospitals,
and social services – continue to serve at the front
line of that response. By your most practical action,
you are providing a most sensitive and courageous
response to the signs of the times and for that we
humbly thank you.
But.
Many of these same leaders have been the chief
architects and advocates for VAD laws. This seems,
as Archbishop Mark Colleridge has so eloquently
described, “a profound contradiction.” The pursuit
of justice requires us to constantly uphold the dignity
of each person as an equally valuable member of the
human family. We have embraced this truth with
our response to COVID-19; so, why can’t we work to
ensure good palliative care is available for all when
faced with a terminal illness?
In 2020, the World Health Organisation estimated
that, worldwide, only about 14% of people who
need palliative care currently receive it. The delivery of
high quality care would allay the many concerns our
loved ones face at their time of greatest vulnerability.
As Venerable Mary Aikenhead said, “may we always
try to act with justice and truth.” This is no small
challenge that the foundress of the Sisters of Charity
has laid before each of us. Perhaps as a first step,
we must ensure that decisions regarding VAD don’t
simply arise due to a lack of quality palliative care.
Our sincere thanks to each of you, across all of our
ministries, who serve Our Lord’s poor and vulnerable
daily with such charity. By your daily works you bring
justice to the lives of all you encounter.
Caritas Christi urget nos.
Prof. Michael Drew
Trustee, Mary Aikenhead Ministries

St Vincent’s College, Potts Point
Report Framework
When the St Vincent’s College Board considered
how to proceed with creating their next Strategic
Plan it became obvious to them that the starting
point should be the College’s mission. That in
itself is not that different to the starting point
of many of the discernment processes that have
resulted in strategic plans for the College over
its long history. The radical decision though was
to make the mission the strategy. This epiphany
allowed the Strategic Plan to be written using the
“By this everyone will know” framework produced
by Mary Aikenhead Education in 2017. This
framework is shared by the four Colleges under the
Stewardship of Mary Aikenhead Ministries, and it
is structured to be both reflective and pragmatic
in the stewardship of our very distinctive charism.
St Vincent’s College published the “Strategic Plan
2021 – 2023 : The Love of Christ Impels Us” in
February 2021 and it is now the foundation
document from which the College Board works,
and against which I and other members of the
Leadership Team report at the Board meetings. It
is so significantly different to the typical KPI type
reporting structures that many other agencies use.
The reporting headings are :
A Spirituality of Possibility :
The Love of Christ Impels Us to Trust in Divine
Providence
Learning and Teaching :
The Love of Christ Impels Us to be Contemplative
in Action
Forward Thinking and Innovation :
The Love of Christ Impels Us to Go to the Margins
Achievement and Excellence :
The Love of Christ Impels Us to be Extensively
Useful
Social Action and Justice :
The Love of Christ Impels Us to Exercise a
Preferential Option for the Poor

These domains provide great scope for those
involved in creating the Plan to honour the great
legacy in the College left by the Sisters of Charity,
but also allow for a prophetic response to the
“signs of the times” and planning for the future. At
the time of publication we did not know just how
stretched each domain would be by the COVID-19
pandemic and having the College placed under
Level 4 restrictions. The Plan however survived the
test and has allowed us to be able to respond with
both Compassion and continuity throughout this
challenging year.
My reports are often supplemented by reflections
written by my colleagues. Throughout 2021 the
Deputy Principal and the Pastoral Dean of Students
reported on how the practices and policies of the
College have allowed us to be extensively useful
in our response to COVID-19 as we practised cura
personalis (the care of the whole person) in the
context of the College Mission.
The Director of Faith and Mission recently reported
using the domains as a reflection of how liturgy,
social justice, formation, and charism had revealed
a very active spirituality of possibility present in the
College during the online program.
A similar reflection process was used to report on
how the operation of the Boarding House effectively
extends the mission and outreach of the College.
This particular reflection paper has been used by
the Mission, Identity, and Education Committee
of the Board as they prepared recommendations
for the College Finance Committee (Budget) and
the Building Committee (Master Planning). When
mission is the strategy it allows great freedom in
creating priorities and seeking the magis.
The Strategic Plan has shown itself to be able to
ensure great alignment with our Mission in the
very unusual context of 2021.
I look forward to continue using it as the College
returns to the post COVID-19 world of 2022. I
have found it liberating to see the integration
of mission and strategy so embraced by the
governance and operational levels of the College.
Ms Anne Fry
Principal, St Vincent’s College

St Vincent’s College
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College Chaplaincy
‘Catch the Faith’ and ‘Learn the Faith’
College chaplaincy has been difficult during 2020
and 2021 with remote learning for staff and
students and numerous lockdowns. It has also been
a challenging time for Chaplains. Frs Paul Fyfe sj and
Terry Kean share their thoughts on the changing
nature of College Chaplains.
Wisdom and Experience
Fr Paul Fyfe is Parish Priest at St Canice’s Elizabeth
Bay and engages with St Vincent’s College Potts
Point and its boarders whilst Fr Terry Kean is a
retired Parish Priest and has been Chaplain at
Catholic Ladies’ College (CLC) Eltham for 15 years.
Both have much wisdom and experience gained
during their priesthood. Fr Paul sj has served in
hospital chaplaincy in Melbourne, Brisbane, and
Royal Adelaide and has been a Catholic Chaplain at
University of Adelaide. Fr Paul has also been a School
Chaplain at St Joseph’s Norwood, Mary MacKillop
College, a Brigidine College in Melbourne, and St
Joseph’s in Clare South Australia. Fr Terry was Parish
Priest at Montmorency for 13 years. He retired on
21 November 2021 having served the parishes and
communities of Geelong, East Preston, East St Kilda,
Avondale Heights, Noble Park, and Montmorency/
Eltham.
Chaplaincy
Both agree that they are primarily involved in
celebrating Mass and the Eucharist. Being Parish
Priests, they say that you do what you can and that
is usually sacramental. “As a young priest you’re
more the age of the students and I spent a lot of
time in classes talking about topics and issues that
were relevant to the students. It’s harder to find
the time as a Parish Priest to serve as a College
Chaplain. These past 15 years with Catholic
Ladies’ College have mainly involved presiding at
Eucharist particularly with Opening of the year
mass, Year level Masses, Mass in November for All
Souls, and Graduations. It also involved presiding
at some baptisms and weddings of past students
and staff. The nature and role of the College
Chaplain continues to evolve and change in these
contemporary times” (Fr Terry).
Secondary Colleges enrol students from various
parishes and many are not connected to any
particular parish. Frs Paul and Terry talk of providing
an invitational relationship to Church, one of
accompaniment and engagement with each other
to come to know one another. For many students
the Eucharist may no longer be ever present in the
students’ experience and one needs to encourage
the Eucharist to emerge in the living of their lives.

can find it difficult to relate with youth. I tend to
tell a story related to the Gospels that touches the
heart of students and staff. I try to make the most
of every opportunity to make a connection – as you
never know what a difference you make” (Fr Terry).
It is important to come to know College students
and staff in the experience of sacred moments,
sacred places, and sacred times.
Fr Terry talks of “being enlivened when he visits
CLC … a lovely atmosphere in the school – I get
a warm welcome. The girls are so respectful and
sincere in their gratitude for what I do and the staff
work hard at presenting the charism of Venerable
Mary Aikenhead.”
Reviewed and Renewed
Frs Paul and Terry believe in the need for ongoing
discourse in addressing the needs of the time for
College Chaplaincy. In recent years, the forces at
work have seen a coming together of College
Chaplains, Mission Leaders, and Religious Education
Co-ordinators in new ways. New pathways and
communication channels are being established to
continually address the Catholic nature of Catholic
Colleges – the profound Catholicity of Catholic
Colleges. Frs Terry and Paul talk of pathways to
both ‘learn the faith’ as well as to ‘catch the faith’
in those sacred places, times, moments and life
experiences – shared experience of spirituality in
action. Fr Paul suggests having an elderly priest
available to Colleges as a ‘grandparent figure’ as
many students do not have the frequent access to
elders in the community.
Fr Terry believes that “College Chaplaincy has to be
renewed and reviewed as there are fewer priests
available. There is a diminishing and a need to
grieve and mourn some of the Church changes. I
often ask, ‘What is the Spirit up to? How do we
nourish the Catholic youth in Colleges?’ There may
not be a Priest Chaplain available in the future to
carry the story too much further? Perhaps, a more
lay College Chaplaincy will emerge across this
critical development time?” He believes that from
such questions and in living these times there will
come a new life for College Chaplaincy.

“The engagement in social outreach is a pathway
to nourishing the spirituality of students and staff
and connect to the story of Jesus, particularly with
the poor and vulnerable” (Fr Terry).
Engaging Students and Staff
“It is so important for the Priest Chaplain to relate
well rather than just be appointed. Many students
have limited contact with a priest and, thus, the
students need to feel comfortable. Some priests
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Fr Paul Fyfe sj, St Vincent’s College Chaplain

“Why I wake early
Hello sun in my face.
Hello. You who made the morning
and spread it over the fields
and into the faces of the tulips
and the nodding morning glories,
and into the windows of, even, the
miserable and crotchety –
best preacher that ever was,
dear star, that just happens
to be where you are in the universe
to keep us from ever-darkness,
to ease us with warm touching,
to hold us in the great hands of light –
good morning, good morning, good morning.
Watch, now, how I start the day
in happiness, in kindness.”
Mary Oliver (1935 – 2019, Mary won the Pulitzer
Prize in poetry in 1983.)
Her words were shared by Fr Kean during the 2021
CLC Graduation Liturgy
Assoc. Prof. Peter Howard
Trustee, Mary Aikenhead Ministries

Fr Terry Kean, Catholic Ladies’ College Chaplain

Vinnies Makes History
St Vincent’s College has such a long history that the
COVID-19 pandemic is in fact our second pandemic.
The College Archives provided a fascinating source of
photos and commentary on how the College dealt
with the Influenza pandemic of 1918/1919. This was
our inspiration for inviting every student in Years 7 to
10 to take a week’s break from their online learning to
produce something for the family or College Archives.
Students were given a very wide set of guidelines of
poetry, video-making, taking photos, undertaking
scientific analysis, using data to chart the impact of
COVID-19, designing fashion items inspired by the
Zoom culture, or recording family patterns of media
use, baking trends… The list of possibilities given to
the students was well and truly exceeded by what
they were inspired to produce and their families and
the College Archives will be well able to tell the story
of 2021 to future generations.
We are currently exploring with the State Library of
NSW, the possibility of curating an exhibition of the
wonderful pieces of work produced by the students.
Some stand out examples of the history collected:
•
•

Interviews with the nursing staff at a regional
hospital conducted by one of our Year 7 Boarders
Documentary showcasing the special features
within the 5km radius of her home made by a
Year 10 student

•
•
•
•
•

Photographs of deserted iconic land marks of
Sydney
Oral histories collected by three generations of
one family of their experiences of COVID-19 in
2021
Recycled fashion made from the now omnipresent face masks
Diaries kept and annotated of life during that
week
Recipe collation of food trends that swept across
the city during 2021

It was a typically generous response from our students
to try something new and different. After weeks and
weeks of online learning the opportunity to undertake
project-based learning was enjoyable and productive.
When these students return to the College for their
10, 20, 30 or 50 year reunions, we hope to be able to
reacquaint them with the artefacts they produced and
preserved of 2021. We are very keen that COVID-19
is relinquished to its place in the long history of St
Vincent’s College.
Ms Anne Fry
Principal, St Vincent’s College
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St Vincents’s Hospital Melbourne
and St Columba’s College
Formative Immersion
The thread which connnects us
In August 2021, the Mission team at St Vincent’s
Hospital Melbourne (SVHM), the STEAM leader Melissa
D’Amico, and Innovative Programs Leader Caitlyn
Devlin, teachers at St Columba’s College created an
online formation experience for year 10 students. It
took the form of a problem-based learning project.
The brief was:

To explore the history of art and medicine and
how SVHM has embraced the Arts to benefit
the experience of the whole community.
Due to COVID-19 restrictions the experience was
created online, so we co created an opportunity where
we provided a space for participants to notice the
intersections between the essence of the Mission and
Values of Healthcare and Education. The end product
was to be a poster exhibition for the ‘Tunnels of Love’.
The ‘Tunnels of Love’ is an exhibition created by the
Mission Team of SVHM in 2020 led by the Art Curator
Monique Silk. This exhibition is in a series of tunnels
which exist underneath the hospital in Fitzroy. The
tunnels are used by staff and patients. The purpose of
creating an art exhibition in this space was to create
a heartfelt thank you to all the staff during the first
and second lockdown periods in 2020. The space now
continues to be an art space for exhibitions.
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The problem-based learning project develops the
students’ capabilities to use design thinking principles
to create outcomes. A group called the Informers
participated in a day of online activities which allowed
them to engage with various staff members of SVHM.
The output from the project was a poster exhibition for
the Tunnels of Love which reflects the history of art and
medicine and the ability for SVHM to remain connected
to the changing landscape of society.
One of the art works which was produced was entitled
“An Appreciation of St. Vincent’s Staff”. The students
who created this work were Monique Davood, Elena
Kirkotsios, Loretta Peszek, and Lauran Ryan-Green.

The Description of their work is as follows:

‘An Appreciation of St. Vincent’s Staff’ addresses the
history, spirit, mission statement, and community of St
Vincent’s Hospital. Lungs are used as a symbol of the
hospital, while the winding names of past and present
staff represent their role in maintaining it and keeping
it breathing. It also suggests that the hospital serves as
the lungs of the community, breathing life into it. The
colours are a nod to the Mary Aikenhead Ministries.
The poster is intended to encourage staff and patients
to stop, breathe, and consider the rich history and
endless intertwining stories that they are a part of.

This work was inspired by the following program .
The day was divided into four main areas to assist
the student with the design brief.
1. Barbara Cytowicz SVHM Archivist - Heritage
Curator addressing two questions through an
informative presentation about
•
•

How have the Arts been part of the history of
St Vincent’s Hospital?
How is the history so important in keeping
alive the identity of the hospital?

2. Catherine ‘O Donoghue-Art Therapist introduced
through an interactive presentation
•

The intersections between The Arts, Medicine
and Spirituality.

3. Associate Professor Tam.C. Nguyen the Deputy
Director of Research at SVHM.
•

The significance of the ACMD Acquisitive Art
Prize (Art in Science, Science in Art exhibition)
and how it has supported research. He also
highlighted the importance of the STEM
movement. (See his post on LinkedIn here)

4. Emma Bury, Senior Advisor Strategy and Planning
Enterprise Risk, and Hannah Pitman, Nurse.
•

These two St Vincent’s Hospital staff members
(Alumni of the College), spoke about how the
essence of St Vincent’s was deepened by the
telling of stories of the individuals who worked
and had worked there.

Some authentic conversation was shared amongst
the staff from St Columba’s and the staff at St
Vincent’s. We received the following feedback from
their experience.

Email feedback from students and staff
from St Columba’s College.
“I would just like to thank you for the wonderful
experience of the past three days. I learned a
great deal about St Vincent’s Hospital, its history,
community, and commitment to society. Seeing the
tunnels of love online was such an eye-opener, and
being a part of it seems like an honour, especially
since it supports the St Vincent’s community. We
thank you once again for the wonderful, insightful,
and educational experience
It has been a privilege to be able to work as a
teacher at St Columba’s College Essendon and now
as a Formation and Mission Education leader at St
Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne. Making connections
between the essence of the Sisters of Charity in
Health care and Education has left me realising that
we are all connected by such a rich heritage that
has placed love as a central value of their Big Story.

There are great opportunities for staff in both
sectors to connect through their shared values held
in their workplaces. It has made me realise and
draw wisdom from, that we are enlivened by the
encounters we have with each other and that in
the end we all live in the shelter of each other and
our stories.
A Chinese proverb says an invisible red thread
connects those destined to meet, despite the time,
the place, despite the circumstances. The thread
can be tightened or tangled but never be broken.
This red thread wraps around the building at St
Columba’s College Essendon. This symbol was what
was used to connect to the story of St Vincent’s
Hospital Melbourne. The staff at St Vincent’s saw
the red thread as important link as well to their
work. They likened the red thread to capillaries
which carry blood flow to the whole body. This
symbol of the red thread was an example of how
we introduced to the students the power of the
Arts to open a space for welcoming dialogue.
We have been fortunate to discover from St
Columba’s that the work presented in this article
won two awards, the first is by the:
•

National Gallery of Victoria Award for Artful
Ingenuity - The Tunnels of Love (Informers
cluster: St Vincent’s Hospital)

The second was part of The STEM MAD Showcase
held by Melbourne Archdiocese Catholic Schools
that was designed to acknowledge and promote
STEM learning initiatives that address real-world
problems and demonstrate how students in
Catholic schools take action that matters.
•

MACS Executive Director’s Award for
Demonstrating the Catholic Ethos - The
Tunnels of Love (Informers cluster: St Vincent’s
Hospital).

In creating an opportunity to work together on a
project the participants of this online formation
experience were able to grow in deeper awareness
of the threads that connect us.
In fact, it was an intergenerational experience of
formation where members of the Mary Aikenhead
community were able to explore how the shared
values inform our work and anchor us in our
purpose.
Ms Linda Di Sipio
Formation and Mission Education Lead
St Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne
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St Columba’s College, Essendon
Principal for a Day
The “Principal for a Day” program at St Columba’s
College is one means by which the College promotes
student voice, engagement and leadership. In applying,
students are encouraged to consider an initiative they
would like to discuss with the Principal that would
enhance the school experience for all students. During
the day, the selected student has the opportunity to
discuss and promote this initiative with the Principal.
The rest of the program involves the student “shadowing”
the Principal while she engages in a “normal” school
day. In the past, students have had the opportunity to be
involved in activities such as Marketing Team meetings,
visiting the College archives collection, being a part
of cyclical meetings with Leadership Team members
and gaining an understanding of the goal setting and
leadership development work leaders undertake. The
program provides students with the opportunity to
understand that leaders at all levels rely on relationships
with others to realise their leadership vision, and that this
vision is always informed by the values which arise from
the commitment to our faith tradition. Each “Principal
for a Day” is asked to reflect on her learnings from being
involved in the program, and then share this with the
student population at a whole-school assembly.
It is an absolute privilege to spend a day with a student in
this way - to encourage young women to consider their
own leadership journey, and to have faith in their own
unique gifts and abilities as young women with a voice
that can make a difference in the world.
Mr Peter Kelly
Ministry Leader, Mary Aikenhead Education
Story excerpt from Melbourne Archdiocese Catholic
Schools 20 July 2021:
Being principal of a school is a hard job, but a Year 7
student recently found out that there is more to it
than meets the eye when it comes to leading a school
community.
St Columba’s College invited applications from junior
students to take part in this special program which
aims to develop the leadership skills of students, to give
insight into leadership roles and to empower students to
be future leaders. Year 7 student Tiana Ciavarella reflects
on her day as a principal and shares her insights on the
qualities of leadership.
The first thing I did was attend a prayer session in the
chapel. It was good to take some time out to reflect
and think about positive contributions I could make in
the future. After the prayer, Ms Grima and I joined Ms
Almeida (Communications Coordinator) and Mrs Zanic
(Registrar) in the boardroom for a marketing meeting.
Later, we headed to the school archives. As I walked
in, there was a mannequin wearing one of the school’s
past uniforms staring right at me. I thought it was a
student from 100 years ago who had been locked up
like Harry Potter! As I examined the room, I detected
many trophies, plaques, photos, and school records on
display. There was even a stamping machine from the
olden days. It was really cool to see old pictures of the
school buildings, and to see what has been demolished
and what is still standing.
We then joined Jasmine (Year 7) for morning tea in Ms
Grima’s office. Jasmine’s application was really great, so
Ms McDonald (Deputy Principal) and Ms Grima wanted
to give her an opportunity to speak with Ms Grima
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about her ideas too. As we shared morning tea, we
talked about online learning and our Principal for a Day
applications.
It was then time for Ms Grima and Ms McDonald’s
cyclical meeting. We talked about the plans being
made for 125 years of St Columba’s College in 2022.
We spoke about the opening Mass which is going to
be held at St Patrick’s Cathedral, as well as presentations
to organise, information about Columba’s coaches, the
student planner, upcoming and recent surveys, and
scheduling meetings. I was astonished to hear that even
experienced leaders need feedback from others. This can
be done through reviews of teachers. It is not required,
but Ms Grima says that it is good to be done so the staff
and others being reviewed know what they are doing
well and what they could improve on.
After that, I met Deb: Ms Grima’s PA. She has a really
important job because she keeps Ms Grima’s day
organised. We chatted about COVID-19 restrictions,
policies, catering arrangements and also girls who
used to attend the college who are role models. Then
I attended a policy review meeting with Ms Grima, Ms
McDonald and Deb. When I got a glance at the grid of
policies, I was shocked once again. There were so many.
After checking that the policy review dates were sorted,
it was lunch time. I got to have lunch with the student
executive team who are really nice Year 12s. The girls
were able to ask any questions they liked. After lunch,
Ms Grima and I had a talk about my proposed initiative
which is a soundproof recording booth that would have
special equipment for all students in Years 7–12. This
would be beneficial because recording at home is tricky
and I’m sure the language teachers would prefer highquality sound when hearing their students pronounce
those vowels. Hopefully we can implement this after
discussion with the school board about budgets and
other important things.
The last thing on my agenda was a learning walk around
the school. Ms Grima and I walked around and looked
at what was happening in some classes. I also went to
the Pathways Centre for the first time. After returning
back to Ms Grima’s office and taking some final photos,
I was exhausted. It had been a long but exciting day and
I loved every second of it. The day was full of surprises
and I learnt so much.
A positive surprise from my day was having lunch
with the Year 12s because I look up to them, and it’s
remarkable to think that one day I’ll be like them in Year
12 and will be well on my way to achieving great things.
Three things I learnt about leadership:
1. It takes a whole group to lead a school, not just
one person. There are so many things that happen
behind the scenes that nobody knows about.
2. Student voice, surveys, and reviews are important.
Principals and others leaders aren’t perfect, and they
have regular reviews to get feedback and help them
to set goals for their ongoing learning.
3. Sometimes a principal or leader’s schedule can get
busy and they have to be very organised and on the
ball.
I want to thank Ms Grima for not only allowing me the
opportunity to be principal for a day, but also for all of
the hard work and effort she puts in to make our school
a happy and safe environment.
Miss Tiana Ciavarella
Student, St Columba’s College

Catholic Ladies’ College, Eltham
Write a Book in a Day Competition
Write a Book in a Day is an annual team writing
competition for students in years 5 -12 administered
by independent national charity, The Kids’ Cancer
Project. The charity has contributed millions of
dollars to research projects to help children with
many types of cancer since 1993.
The writing competition promotes critical thinking,
communication, creativity, and collaboration whilst
raising awareness and raising money for children’s
cancer.
Every story grows from a unique set of parameters
given to each writing team on the morning of their
writing day. They have 12 hours to write, illustrate
and submit a storybook of up to 5,000 words to
be donated as an e-book to children undergoing
treatment in hospitals around Australia.
In our second year of being involved in this very
worthwhile cause, two fabulous teams of writers
from Catholic Ladies’ College (CLC) Wrote a
Book in a Day for children’s cancer on Tuesday 24
August. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions we were
forced once again to participate virtually. Students
spent 12 hours, from 8am to 8pm, engaged in
collaborative teamwork to plan, write, illustrate and
submit two marvellous storybooks of 5,000 words.
Their books will provide hours of entertainment and
inspirational reading.

Our writers thoroughly enjoyed this wonderful
opportunity to make a real contribution to the
lives of sick children; the experience had them fully
engaged and challenged. Each student brought
their own set of skills to the creative process and
their contributions were acknowledged and valued
by their teams.
Collectively, the teams raised $3,000 in sponsorship
funds which will go toward scientific research to
discover better treatments and ultimately a cure for
children with cancer. A tremendous effort!
Staff who assisted with the weekly practice sessions
and supporting the students on the day:
Teachers: Danielle Oaten, Liana Gangi
Technical services Librarian: Vanessa Carnevale
Ms Helen Pavlidis
Resource Centre Manager
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Catholic Ladies’ College, Eltham
Write a Book in a Day Competition
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Virtual Pilgrimage to Ireland
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to unfold around the world the Mary Aikenhead Ministries Joint Pilgrimage
Working Group decided to create a virtual pilgrimage to Ireland. We invite you to experience this pilgrimage, to
reflect, and immerse yourself into a story that began over 200 years ago…
Click this YouTube link or scan the QR code below

The Trustees of Mary Aikenhead Ministries
would like to wish you and your families a
blessed Christmas and a happy new year.

MARY
AIKENHEAD
MINISTRIES

Privacy Statement Mary Aikenhead Ministries have a privacy policy statement detailing how personal information is managed, pursuant to the Privacy Act 1988 and the
Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act 2000. People receiving this newsletter via email will have their names on our database. This list is not used for any other purpose and
will not be given to any other organisation. If you would like your name removed from this list, please contact our office.
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